physical aperture of the objective by its working distance. Actually this ratio provides the tangent of the angle a, but for the extremely small values encountered tan a o sin a _a when a is expressed in radians (3600 = 27r radians). It is to be noted that the working distance is very nearly equal to the focal length in a conventional electron microscope objective.
In order to understand the concepts involved in the design of a lens that will give the maximum possible contrast in the electron microscope image, it is necessary to explain some of the practical problems encountered in conventional lenses.
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It has been common practice to operate an electron microscope objective in one of two ways. The first of these is with a very large physical aperture (N.A. = 0.3), the second is with an aperture approximately 50 , in diameter (N.A. = 0.01). These two modes of operation have developed primarily because of the fact that the electron lenses used are completely uncorrected and, hence, have high aberrations. Two of these aberrations are of importance in practice. The first is spherical aberration, which arises because the outer zones of the lens have different focal lengths (shorter) than the central region. Thus electrons that are scattered widely by the specimen, and go through the outer zones of the lens, are not accurately focused. Obviously spherical aberration can be reduced (and resolving power increased) by introducing an aperture that prevents the scattered electrons from reaching the image. The second aberration is often called the "diffraction defect" and arises because the illumination has a finite wavelength. Fundamental physical optics shows that all of the information contained in a complete hemispherical wave front is required to define a point to within half the wavelength of the light used. Obviously, as smaller parts of the wave front are used, the image point will be defined with less accuracy. A reduction in the numerical aperture of a microscope objective results in a reduction in the amount of the wave front leaving the specimen that is accepted and utilized in the image formation, and hence results in a reduction of the resolving power. This is a familiar phenomenon to the light microscopist, but it is not seen so easily in the electron microscope because of masking by technical difficulties. From this it can be seen that in the electron microscope the effects of an aperture on the spherical and diffraction defects are in opposite directions. Thus there is an optimum value for the diameter of the aperture and hence of the numerical aperture for which these defects are equal and the resolving power of the lens is a maximum. For ordinary electron microscope objectives this optimum numerical aperture usually has a value near 10-2, corresponding to an actual aperture diameter of 50,u.
In early electron microscopy, this was the sole practical reason for the introduction of the small aperture. At a later date, however, it was realized that the spherical aberration increased so fast (actually as the third power) with numerical aperture that it could act as a virtual aperture for the lens. This meant simply that electrons that were deviated too far from the axis were not focused near the corresponding image points and hence became background intensity, which did not interfere with the image. Electrons that are not scattered by much more than the optimum angle are also not focused exactly to the image points but to regions immediately surrounding them. In the case of isolated particles or edges this causes a reduction in the intensity of the image of the particle and increase in the intensity of the immediately surrounding area. Thus for these types of specimen the spherical aberration acts as an effective diaphragm with regard to both resolution and image contrast. Because of this phenomenon and of the many technical difficulties associated with the use of a 50-n aperture, it has been common practice to use the electron microscope with very large physical apertures though the resulting effective numerical apertures are close to the optimum
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value. Actually the highest resolutions of 8A have been obtained in this way. However, spherical aberration is not effective in producing contrast or high resolving power when the scattering particles are closely situated. In actual Figure 2 . Electron micrographs of the same field obtained with the conventional (left) and the two-component (right) objectives. The two micrographs were given the same photographic treatment. The top pair was enlarged on medium contrast paper ("Kodabromide F-3") whereas the lower pair was enlarged on high contrast paper ("Kodabromide F-5"). Specimen prepared by Dr. Georges Knaysi, Cornell University, from a culture of Bacillus mycoides in a nitrogen-free medium. Most of the structures concerned are similar to the bodies of type B observed by Knaysi and Baker (1947). practice, this reduction in contrast is much less than might be anticipated from a cursory examination of the situation. It was also found that the introduction of an aperture of optimum size into a single objective lens had relatively little effect on the contrast obtainable in the images but, on the other hand, generally reduced the resolving power of which the lens was capable owing to electrostatic potentials built up under electron bombardment on the edges of the aperture. These potentials then caused the small aperture to act as a very poor electrostatic lens superimposed on the magnetic lens with a definitely deteriorating effect on the image. It was recognized quite early that a large increase in contrast might be obtained if the apertures were made as much as an order of magnitude smaller than the "optimum" in the single objective. Unfortunately it was not possible to make the physical apertures for the single objective sufficiently small without introducing prohibitive deterioration due to the electrostatic charge effects mentioned above. In fact a 50-,u aperture is the smallest that can be made satisfactorily in practice. This deterioration is in addition to the reduction in the resolving power that is the result of the increased diffraction defect of the reduced numerical aperture.
To overcome these difficulties a new lens was designed consisting of two components ( figure 1B) . The first is a weak component that has a focal length of about 11 mm and is situated 22 mm from the specimen. Thus this lens produces a real image at a magnification of unity. The second component is a short focal length lens of the same design as a conventional electron microscope objective. The real image produced by the first component is situated very neaEly at the focal point of this lens, and hence the lens produces a second real image at a relatively high magnification (150 X) that corresponds closely to the image produced by a standard objective ( figure 1A ). Thus this new objective has essentially the same focal length as a standard objective but has a working distance ten times as large.
Since the numerical aperture is the ratio of the radius of the physical aperture to the working distance, we are able to use apertures that are still 50,& in diameter but that result in numerical apertures ten times smaller than would be obtained with the same aperture in a conventional lens. This very small numerical aperture provides a greatly increased contrast (figure 2) but also results in an appreciable reduction in the resolving power (60 to 80 A). Fortunately this is still adequate for many biological problems.
It should be pointed out that this lens has been used strictly for experimental purposes and is not recommended for general use in the electron microscope. Its spherical aberration is as much as 50 times greater than a conventional objective. Its chromatic aberration is as much as 10 times greater; similarly increased is its sensitivity to changes in the exciting current of the objective. REFERENCE KNAYSI, G., AND BAKER, R. F. 1947 Demonstration, with the electron microscope, of a nucleus in Bacillus mycoides grown in a nitrogen-free medium. J. Bact., 68, 539-553.
